
Algorithms for AI and NLP, Fall 2009, Exercise 3:

— Part 1:2 of Obligatory Assignment 2 —

Summary of goals for this exercise:

• Implement a vector space model for representing contextual word similarity.

• Design data structures for representing high-dimensional sparse feature vectors.

• Implement functions for computing;

- association weights for words and features (pairs of words);

- the distance between vectors in the space.

1 Grab the Data Files

Our data set for this session we will be a subset of the Brown corpus, comprising 5000 sentences. Copy
the file ‘brown5000.txt’ to you IFI home directory by issuing the following command at the shell prompt:

cp ~erikve/inf4820/brown5000.txt ~/

As always; please do not re-distribute, as the data is licensed. The data file contains 5000 sentences
as plain text, one sentences per line. (For the brave, we also provide a file ‘brown20000.txt’ that can
be copied from the same location. But you should stick to ‘brown5000.txt’ while developing the core
functions.)

Tip: In order to get more comfortable with using the Emacs editor, it might help to make sure you master
the basic commands shown in (one of the many incarnations of) the Emacs cheat sheet :
https://ccrma.stanford.edu/guides/package/emacs/emacs.html

Spending a few minutes on learning some of these keyboard shortcuts can save you a lot of time later.
The same goes for the shortcuts that are defined specifically for the Allegro Lisp environment in Emacs;
see the brief overview under the heading Some useful Emacs commands here:
http://www.franz.com/emacs/

2 Theory: Word–Context Vector Space Models

The theoretical background for this exercise set is what we covered in the previous lecture (Oct. 27 2009);
see the lecture notes on the course home page. Section 20.7 in Jurafsky & Martin (2008) is also relevant.

Our goal is to construct a vector space model where words are represented as feature vectors in a high-
dimensional feature space. For a given word, we will define the features to be the other words co-occurring
with it in the contexts found in our corpus. We will here take a bag-of-words (BoW) approach to how we
define context: The features we extract for a given occurrence of a word will simply consist of all other
words co-occurring within the same sentence.

a) In a few lines, discuss other ways of how we could have defined the notion of context for this particular
data set (assuming we don’t do any further pre-processing of the data, such as PoS-tagging, etc).

3 Creating the Vector Space

a) To represent the vector space in our Lisp code, we will implement an abstract data type that we name
vs. Define a structure vs, with at least the following slots; string-map, id-map, matrix, association-fn, and
similarity-fn. The strucutre slots are intended to be used as follows:

https://ccrma.stanford.edu/guides/package/emacs/emacs.html
http://www.franz.com/emacs/


• string-map; For mapping strings to numeric identifiers.

• id-map; For mapping numeric identifiers to strings.

• matrix ; The collection of feature vectors can be thought of as matrix, where each feature vector
corresponds to a row in a matrix. The columns then correspond to dimensions in the feature space.
We will sometimes refer to this matrix as the co-occurrence matrix ), and we will use it for storing
the frequency counts and (later) association weights.

• association-fn; A function for computing the association weights.

• similarity-fn; A function for computing word similarity (in terms of the proximity of their feature
vectors in the space).

b) Define a function read-corpus-to-vs() that reads the content of the data file, one sentence per line, and
fills the matrix of our vector space structure (vs) with co-occurrence counts. The matrix should contain
one row per word, and one column per feature. Note, however, that in our particular BoW-definition of
context, the features are themselves really just words. So, we will have a word-by-word matrix, where
each element eij represents the number of times that word i and word j have co-occurred in the same
sentence.

What is the best data-structure for representing the co-occurrence matrix (i.e. the collection of feature
vectors)? Keep in mind that the feature vectors will typically be very sparse. Each word will give rise to
a separate feature, and each feature represents a dimension in the vector space. However, only a few of of
the features will typically be ‘active’ (i.e. non-zero) for each word. Do Lisp vectors provide the best way
to represent our sparse feature vectors?

When populating the co-occurrence matrix you will also need to assign numeric identifiers to words. Write
functions word-to-id() and id-to-word(), mapping words to numeric ids and vice versa.

When reading in the words from the Brown corpus, we will want to do some simple text normalization
to reduce the ‘noise’ and make our data more uniform. You should at least make sure that the words
are all lower-case and without any attached punctuation (in prefix/suffix position). Built-in functions like
string-downcase() and string-trim() come in very handy for this.

As discussed in the lecture slides and in J&M, we typically want to filter out very high frequency words,
such as closed-class function words. You can use the following (quite arbitrary and unscientific) list for
filtering out such ‘stop-words’. Of course, feel free to compile you own stop-lists instead.

(defparameter *stopwords*

’("a" "about" "also" "an" "and" "any" "are" "as" "at" "be" "been"

"but" "by" "can" "could" "do" "for" "from" "had" "has" "have"

"he" "her" "him" "his" "how" "i" "if" "in" "is" "it" "its" "la"

"may" "most" "new" "no" "not" "of" "on" "or" "she" "some" "such"

"than" "that" "the" "their" "them" "there" "these" "they" "this"

"those" "to" "was" "we" "were" "what" "when" "where" "which"

"who" "will" "with" "would" "you"))

Example function call:

CL-USER(7): (setq space (read-corpus-to-vs "brown5000.txt"))

#S(VS :STRING-MAP ...

:ID-MAP ...

:MATRIX ...

:ASSOCIATION-FN ...

:SIMILARITY-FN ...)

For testing purposes, it might also be helpful to write a function such as

(get-feature-vector space "anarchy")

that easily gives you direct access to the feature vector for a given word.



4 Computing Association Weights

a) As discussed in the lecture and in J&M, raw frequencies are often not best indicators as to which features
are most relevant or salient for each word. Why not?

b) Instead of using the raw frequencies directly, one typically applies some statistical measure of dependence
in order to compute association scores instead. And that is what we will do next. There are many possible
association measures that we could choose apply, but we will here be using a measure known as the log
odds ratio, or log θ. For a given observed word o and feature f , the log odds ratio is defined as

log θ(f, o) = log
P (f, o)/P (f,¬o)

P (¬f, o)/P (¬f,¬o)

The odds ratio, θ(f, o), expresses how much the chance of observing o increases when the feature f is
present. By taking the natural logarithm log θ, the score is made symmetric around zero (with zero
indicating independence). As our corpus data is typically too sparse to make reliable judgements about
negative correlations, however, we set association score to zero also in cases where log θ is negative.

An implementation of the log odds ratio is already provided for you:

(defun odds-ratio (freq freq1 freq2 total)

(let* ((a freq) ;co-occurrence count

(b (- freq1 a))

(c (- freq2 a))

(d (- total a b c)))

(cond ((= 0 b c) (* a d))

((= 0 b) (/ (* a d) c))

((= 0 c) (/ (* a d) b))

;;normal case:

(t (/ (* a d) (* b c))))))

(defun log-odds-ratio (freq freq1 freq2 total)

(let ((ratio (odds-ratio freq freq1 freq2 total)))

(if (<= ratio 1)

0.0d0

(log ratio))))

But you still need to compute the arguments and apply the function to the feature vectors (i.e. the
co-occurrence matrix). For a word o and a feature f , the arguments expected by log-odds-ratio() are as
follows:

freq: The number of times o and f have been observed together.

freq1 : The total number of times we’ve obsverved feature f .

freq2 : The total number of times we’ve obsverved word w.

total : The total number of feature occurrences.

The log-odds-ratio() function object can be stored in the association-fn slot of our vs-structure. Write a
function compute-associations() that destructively modifies the co-occurrence matrix so that it now holds
the association weights instead of the frequency counts. The only input argument needed by the function
should be the vs-structure itself. Example function call:

CL-USER(8): (compute-associations space)

NIL

(Note; it is possible to complete the other parts of this problem set without having finished exercise 2 b.)

c) Write a function print-associations(), taking three arguments; a vs structure, a word (as a string) and a
number n. The function should then print a sorted list of the n features with the highest association score
for the given word. Example function call (your results may differ):



CL-USER(22): (print-associations space "energy" 10)

pulsating 0.14960422

vibration 0.14960422

clutches 0.14960422

shies 0.14056543

hilt 0.1362741

pit 0.13276781

accusing 0.13122849

contends 0.12980329

negatively 0.12847647

reactors 0.12847647

NIL

5 Vector Operations

a) The Euclidean norm or length of a vector ~x is defined as follows:

‖~x‖ =

√

∑n

i=1

~x2

i

Write a function euclidean-length() that computes the norm of a given feature vector.

b) It is often desirable to work with so-called unit vectors or length normalized vectors. (One important
reason for this is that we want to reduce bias effects caused by e.g. skewed frequency distributions or
scaling effects of the association measure. It also makes it possible to compute similarity functions such
as the cosine much more efficiently). A vector has unit length if its Euclidean norm is 1:
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Write a function length-normalize() which, taking a vector space structure (vs) as input, destructively
modifies the co-occurrence matrix (which by now holds the association scores) so that all the feature
vectors (or rows) have unit length.

CL-USER(18): (length-normalize space)

NIL

CL-USER(19): (euclidean-length (get-feature-vector space "anarchy"))

1.0

c) The cosine measure, defined as

cos(~x, ~y) =
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=
~x · ~y

‖~x‖‖~y‖

is perhaps the most commonly used similarity measure in vector space models. When working with length
normalized vectors, the cosine can be computed simply as the dot-product (AKA the inner product). The
dot-product of two vectors ~x and ~y is defined as:

~x · ~y =
n

∑

i=1

~xi~yi

Write a function dot-product() that computes this similarity score for two given feature vectors. Store the
function in the slot similarity-fn of our vector space structure.

d) Finally, write a function word-similarity() that computes the similarity of two words in our vector space.
The function should take three input parameters; a vs structure, and two words (as strings). Example of
a function call (your return value need not be identical):

CL-USER(19): (word-similarity space "university" "institute")

0.13564697643398468d0



6 Submitting Your Results

Please submit your results (code+answers) in email to Gordana (‘gordanil@ifi.uio.no’) and Erik
(‘erikve@ifi.uio.no’) before the end of Sunday 8. November. It is possible to obtain a maximum
of 100 points for this exercise set. Note that, the next (and final) exercise set will build on the functions
and structures that you define here.

Happy coding!
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